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Abstract 
The E-algorithm can be successfully applied to accelerate the convergence of the solution of some numerical 
differential equations provided the respective error expansion satisfies a certain asymptotic determinantal condition. In 
this work it is proved that such condition is fulfilled for any error expansion i which formation enter the auxiliary family 
h~'(-In h.) ~' (where h. designates the stepsize of the discretization method). 
Keywords: Error expansion; E-algorithm; Convergence acceleration; Sign regularity 
1. Introduction 
Differential equations which have numerical solutions converging very slowly when the stepsize 
tends to zero occur quite frequently. Sometimes it is possible to use extrapolation methods uch as 
the well known Richardson extrapolation to accelerate he convergence of approximate solutions 
(see 1-6] and references therein). Moreover, for some problems, better numerical results can be 
achieved by means of more recent and efficient extrapolation methods uch as the E-algorithm 
[1-4]. This last method is particularly useful if an asymptotic expansion of the error is a priori 
known, as it is the case of the numerical differential problems treated in [6, 7]. The successful 
numerical results obtained in the last of these works - where a dramatic improvement of 
convergence by using the E-algorithm has been achieved - were not theoretically explained with 
respect to the convergence and acceleration for all examples given there. In particular, Example 2 in 
[7] consisted on the computation of u(1/2) with f (x )  = ln(x)/x for the boundary value problem 
-qu= -f, (1.1) 
u(0) = u(1) = 0, (1.2) 
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where 
p(x) = 1 + Ix -½1, (1.3) 
and 
0, if x<½,  
q(x)= ½, if x=½,  (1.4) 
1, if x>½.  
The discretization of this problem was made using the finite-difference scheme 
1 
--h 2 (ffi+ h __ Ui -1 )  ) - -  qiu i = - - f / ,  i = 1,2, ... ,n - 1, (1.5) 
h 0, (1.6) U h ~ U n = 
where/~i = p(xi - h/2), qi = q(xi), fi = f (xi), xi = ih and h is the stepsize of the finite-difference 
method. In order to be able to extrapolate the values computed with (1.5)-(1.6) we considered 
a sequence of stepsizes hn = ±n+ 12 , n = 0, 1 .... For each approximate solution u h. the following 
asymptotic error expansion holds (see Section 3-3 in [7]): 
u s" = u + A~hn(- lnhn) + Blhn + A2h2(- lnhn)  + B2 h2 + Aahan(-lnh,) + B3 h3 + "". (1.7) 
Let u(x) be the solution of (1.1)-(1.2). Example 4 in I-7] consisted in the computation ofthe integral 
= ~ f (x)u(x)dx with f (x)  = In x/x, the respective asymptotic error expansion being 
crphn = ~ + Alhn(__lnhn)3 + Blhn(__lnhn)2 + Clhn( - lnhn)  + Dlhn 
+ AEh2(- lnhn) 3 + B2h2(- lnhn) 2 + Czh2(- lnhn)  + D2 h2 
+ A3ha(- lnhn) 3 + B3ha(- lnhn) 2 + C3ha(- lnhn) + D3 ha + .... (1.8) 
(The minus sign before In h, in (1.7) and (1.8) enables exponentiation with positive base). Now let 
(Xn) ,0  be any auxiliary sequence (in the above examples the sequence of the stepsizes) and (S,) 
n- '*  O0 
be a sequence converging to a limit S. If an asymptotic error expansion is known, like 
S, = S + algl(xn) + a2g2(Xn) + "'" + akgk(Xn) + "", n = 0, 1 .... (1.9) 
we can compute xtrapolated values Tn by means of the E-algorithm and hope that the sequence 
(Tn) converges faster than (S,) (that is l im(Tn- S) / (S , -  S)= 0). Motivated by the examples 
referred above, our purpose is to show that the family gi(x) = x~'(-ln x) p' i=  1, 2, . . . ,  x ~ 0 (see 
(2.7) below) arising in the error expansions of certain boundary value problems (see I-6,7]) do 
satisfy a determinantal condition, which guarantees (by a theorem of Matos and Pr6vost [8]) the 
convergence and convergence acceleration of the E-algorithm. Such condition translates the sign 
regularity nature of the auxiliary family gi(x)= x~' ( - lnx)  ~' which means that certain determi- 
nants, defined in terms of the gi's functions, are not negative. 
In Section 2 we define a set of functions, depending on the gi's and denote by g~J](x), and we 
conclude that these functions are positive on (0, 1) or on a smaller interval. Finally, in Section 3, we 
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analyse the sign of certain Wronskians in connexion with the sign of the gl~l's. This will enable us to 
prove at last the sign regularity of the auxiliary family x" ( - ln  x) p' . 
2. Sign analysis 
If the truncation error of a sequence (S,) has an asymptotic expansion of the form 
S, - S = alga(n) + azg2(n) + ..., where the a~'s are constants independent of n, and the gdn)'s are 
an asymptotic sequence as n ~ ~ - -  that is gi(n) , 0 and gi+ l(n) = o(gdn)) - -  the following 
n---~ O0 
Theorem 1 due to Matos and Pr~vost [8], [-3, Theorem 2.11, p. 69] gives a sufficient asymptotic 
determinantal condition ensuring the convergence acceleration of the E-algorithm [-1, 2, 4]: 
Theorem 1 (Matos and Pr6vost [8,Theorem3, p. 398]). Let S , -S=axg l (n )+a2g2(n)+ ... such 
that 
g~+,(n)  
(H1) [,go(n) = 1] - -  ,0,  i=0 ,1 ,2 , . . .  (2.1) 
gi(n) "~ 
(H2) 
then 
V ie~,  Vm~N 3Ne~:n>~N 
gi+m(n + m) 
gi+m(n) gi+m- l(n) g,(n) 
gi+,,-l(n + m) gi(n + m) 
~>0 
(2.2) 
E(" )  - S k+l  ,0,  k = 0,1,. . . ,  
Er  ~-  S .~ 
(2.3) 
where the Er  ) are computed by means of the formulas for the E-algorithm [-2]: 
Initializations: 
E~o")=S,, n=0,1  .... , 
g~i = gi(n), i=1 ,2 , . . ,  n = O,.... 
Fork=l ,2  .... ;for n=O,  1 .... 
(2.4) 
tT(n) l~(n + 1) 
I?( n l~(n) ~(n) L'k-- I - -  L 'k -  I 
,~k  ) = ~k-1  + ~-1 ,k  _~--;z~-) - ~ ,  
°("' gr'- or'- or'- 1,i --  Yk -  l , i  ~k,i ~ 1,i "~- 1,k . (n+ 1) g(kn! ' 
~4k- 1,k 1,k 
i=k+l ,k+2, . . . .  
(2.5) 
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and are usually placed in an double-entry array, the so-called E-array as follows: 
E ° = S0 
Eo' = s, E ° 
E~=Sz E~ E ° 
E ° 
Z ~ ~ ~ ". 
(2.6) 
We would like to show that the determinantal condition (2.2) is satisfied (with strict inequality) 
for a class of auxiliary functions g~(x) occurring in the numerical solution of boundary value 
problems treated in [6, 7-1 which guarantees that the E-algorithm accelerates convergence. Those 
auxiliary functions belong to the following family: 
gi(x)= x~'( - lnx)  p', i=1 ,2 , . . . ,  ai, f l i~R + x~(0 ,1) ,x~0.  
We are 
( i )  
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(2.7) 
only concerned with the cases for which g~+ l(x) = o(gi(x)): 
g i (x )=x ' ( - lnx )  ~', ~e~+,  f l l> f l z> "'" >t im> "'" >0,  (2.8) 
gi(x)=x~'(-- lnx) ~', 0<~1<~1< .-- <am< "", f l ,> f l2> "'" >t im> "'" >0,  
(2.9) 
gI(X)=X ~', 0<~1< "'" <am< "'" org i (x)=(- - lnx)  a', f l l> f l2> "'" >0. (2.10) 
There is a certain number, say p, of equal ~s with the corresponding [3~is in decreasing 
order. This pattern is repeated for the same fl's but increasing the ~'s, i.e. 
1 > f12 > > tip ' O~P+I > O~p, ~p+l  = O~p+2 . . . . .  ~2p 
• "" > > " ' "  > J '  > 
(2.11) 
Definition 2. Let gl°J(x) = gg(x) and denote by glJl(x) the function that can be obtained recursively 
from gl°l(x) by the following formula: 
Vj~>I, Vxe(0,1)  O[JJ(x) = -~x \ ~ J -'Ix) (2.12) 
The sign of gliJ(x) is studied for (i) and (iii) in Lemma 3, and in Lemma 6 for the case (ii) with mild 
supplementary restrictions on the ~'s and fl's. The analysis of such sign in case (iv) is closely related 
with the previous cases and will be considered using some of the examples given in [6, 7-1 as 
particular cases. The difficulty here is that the sign analysis for a particular example can be very 
hard due to the enormous complication of the respective g~JJ(x) expressions for high j. Nevertheless 
it is quite remarkable that if we associate a certain umber of consecutive gi's (for instance, consider 
two consecutive g}s as follows and let gl°l(x) = gi(x) + g~+ l(x)) the resulting new gl~J's ign can be 
computed quite easily as it is shown at the end of this section. 
Lemma 3. 
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Let gi(x) be the sequence given by (2.8). Then V j  >1 0 [I-1°=1 = 1] 
g[J](x) = l-I{=l(fli+j - fl,). I 
j -1  __ ' " ' "  I] l=l(fl j  ill) x( - - lnx )  I+~-p'+j i 1,2, 
and 
sign gtJ](x) = + 1 j = 0, 1, . . . ,  V ~ > 0, V x e (0, 1). 
Proof. We shall use mathematical  induction over j. For  j = 0 
i = 1,2, ... so signglm(x) = + 1. In particular, signgt°](x) = + 1. 
For  j = 1 
d + fl~+ t - fll gP](x) = -7- ( ( - lnx )  p' ,-t~,) = _ i = 1,2, 
ox x(_ lnx)X +t~,-~,+, ' "'" 
241 
{2.13) 
(2.14) 
gl°](x) = gi(x) = x~(-- ln x) p', 
and signglXl(x) = + 1, i = 1,2, ... since fli+x < ill. The induction hypothesis is 
dj](~) = _ F I~=~(P ,+ j  - P,). 1 
FI{-~(f l j - f l , )  x( - lnx)  x+a~-a'÷~' i=1,2 , . . . ,  signglJ l(x)= +1 V j>~I .  
(2.15) 
Then using Definition 2 we have gl j+ 1] 
d glj+ l](x) : ..~x { l-Ii= l (fli+ J + l - i l l )  -##+i} 
h T = ~  --)]-D ( - lnx )P ' "  
l-I~=x(fl~+j+l - fl,) 1 (2.16) 
= -(f l i+j+l - fls+x)" l-I~=l(flj+l - fl,) x( - lnx)  l+a'÷'-a'+'+' 
and therefore (2.15) holds for any non-negative integer j since fli+j+ 1 < fls+l by hypothesis. 
In the case of (iii) we are led to 
d ~l- I i - l (ot ,+j-k)x"+'-~" ~ I]~-l(cti+i-ot,)x=,+_=_ , i=  1,2,... (2.17) 
d J ]{x)  = ~ L I l l=  l (~ j  _ :~,) J = I l l - ;  (~j - =,) ' 
Vj  >/1 and then to the same sign as in (2.14). 
For  g~(x) = ( - In  x) p' the expression of gl j] is 
p,+,  - p,  
glJ](x) = - x ( - In  x) ~'- ~'+' 
thus 
sign glJ](x) = + 1 V x e (0, 1). []  
Lemma 4. Let 
CI  1 ]= 1, 
(2.18) 
Cli+l] (aijr + b,ix)Cli+ 1, + rx(Cli+l,) ' i,j = 1,2, ..., 
= (air + bjx)Ctl jl + rx(CtJ]) ' ' 
242 
where x ~ (0, 1), r -- - lnx  > 0, 
(t.,[j+lh, - d fp[j+l]-~ 
~-~i+l ) - -  ~XX tx '~i+l  ] 
and aij, bij, aj, bj are quantities depending 
inequalities: 
aij : ai+j+ l - -  o~j > O, 
b~j = [1~+ j+ ~ - Bj < O, 
aj = ~j+ 1 - -  O~j > 1, 
bj = flj+ x - flj < O. 
Suppose further that 
ajb~j > aijbj, i, j = 1,2, ... 
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on the ~'s and fl's as in (2.9) satisfying the following 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
Remark 5. 
> 0 and set the interval (0, e] in which certain property holds for all x. 
With respect o f defined in (2.21), for sufficiently small x 
f (x )  > O, 
sign f ' (x )  = sign (~b - ab) 
Hereafter when we say "sufficiently small x" we mean that it is possible to compute an 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
that is, f '  is bounded in (0, e]. 
r~-~fx (g~b z_ab) ]ab - ab] ]ab -ab l  (r + 1). (2.22) 
(x) = (ar + bx) 2 <~ a77 g (r + 1) ~ ar + 
As x e(0, 1), ~ > 0, and b < 0, we can compute el 0 < el < 1 such that for all x in (0,e,]  the 
denominator  of f in  (2.21) is greater than 1. This justifies the first inequality in (2.22), while the last 
one is valid for any x e (0,el i  since b < 0. Consider now ~2 = e (~-a)/(e-a) then for any x e (0,e2] 
~r + b ~> r + 1. Thus, for e = min{ex,e2} 
d f  (x) dxx ~< 18b - abf < + oo Vx  e (O,e] c (0, 1), (2.23) 
We have 
Then, there exists 6 ~ ~+ such that (clJ+11) ' is bounded in (0,6] ___ (0, 1),j = 0, 1 . . . . .  
Proof. First, let us prove that the following real function fdef ined in (0, 1) has bounded derivative 
in a subinterval of (0, 1): 
ar + bx 
f (x )  - gtr + [~x where ci > 1, a,r = - lnx  E ~+ and b,b ~ ~- .  (2.21) 
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(the condit ion (2.24) follows from (2.21) known that s ignf (x)  = sign(a/& = + 1 and the condit ion 
(2.25) from the expression of f '  in (2.22)). 
Proof  o f  Lemma 4 (conclusion). Using induct ion on j, let us prove now Lemma 4. For  j = 0 
(cl l l )  ' = 0 due to (2.18), thus the conclusion is trivial. 
If 
j = 1, C12] _ ailr + bax i = 1,2, . . . ,  (2.26) 
alr + blx ' 
where, as in (2.19), 
a i l  = 0~i+ 2 - -  0~ 1 ~ 0, 
bil = fl i+ 2 - -  f l l  < O, 
al =~2- -~1> 1, i = 1,2, . . . ,  
bl =f l z - f l l<O,  
(2.27) 
axbil > ailbl, i = 1,2,. . .  (as in (2.20)). (2.28) 
Tak ing f (x)  = CI z~ as in (2.21), we conclude by (2.23) that for sufficiently small x in (0, 1) (clZl) ' is 
bounded.  Moreover  by (2.24), ~t2j - i  > 0 and due to (2.25) and (2.28) (C121) ' > 0 in a certain interval 
conta ined in (0, 1). 
Consider  now any j >t 1 and CI j+l j  given as in (2.18) under  the condit ions (2.19) and (2.20). 
cIj+ 1] can be rewritten as 
cIJ+ I1 _ ?ij + o9~jx i = 1,2, . . . ,  (2.29) 
?jr + cojx' 
where 
t"' [J] x (C I+ 1 ?ij  = ¢*ij""~i+l + )', 
h ["[ J] O) i j -~-u i j~ J i+ l ,  i = 1,2, ..., 
(2.30) 
?j = ajC tjl + x(C~)', 
% = bjC qsl. 
Ci+ 1, (Ci+ 1), and (C]~1) ' are positive. We are also assuming that for sufficiently small x e (0, 1) J J ' C [j] 
So, f rom (2.30) ? i j>O,  co~j<O, ? j>  1 (since aj> 1 by hypothesis and CEx j l~- (~ j+ l -~ j ) /  
f (x)  = Li , (~j  ~ (Xj_I)> 1 for sufficiently small x) and 09 s < 0. Hence, taking in (2.21) - ,-,[j+x] 
I(CIJ+11)'l < + oo, for sufficiently small x. [] 
Lemma 6. Let gi(x) = g~°l(x) = x~'(-lnx)P'(x) i - -  1 ,2 ,  ... as in (2.9) such that 
a j+ 1 - -  O~j > 1 and (~ j+ i  - -  ~j) ( f l i+ j+ l - -  f l j )  > ( (~ i+ j+ l  - -  O~j)(fl j+ l - -  f l j )  i , j=  1,2 .. . .  
(2.31) 
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Then, for sufficiently small x ~ (0, 1) 
sign gt11 = sign(o{2 - 0{1), (2.32) 
signg~J 1 . l-[~-J(0{j+ I -- 0{I) = sign ~ _ , j = 2 ,3 , . . . .  (2.33) 
l-I 1 = - 1 (0{j 0{1) 
Corol lary 7. I f  x ~ (0, 1) is sufficiently small and 0 < 0{1 < 0{5 < "'" < 0{rn < "'" Hi ~ ~j  (i ~ j ) ,  
i = 1,2, ... such that (2.31) holds, then 
signg]J~(x) = + 1, j = 0, 1, . . . .  (2.34) 
Proof.  Let j = 1 and  C111 = 1, i = 1, 2 , . . . .  Us ing Def in i t ion 2 for gPJ, we have 
g[U = x~,+, -~,-  l ( _ ln  x)t~,+, -p, - 1 [(ai+ 1 - 0{i) ( - In  x) + (Hi+ 1 - fll )x] Cp  1. (2.35) 
As lim,,-.o+ (Hi+ 1 - f l l )x = 0 and limx-.o+ ( - In  x) = + oo then sign gl q = sign(~i+ 1 - 0{1), which 
equals (2.32) when i = 1. 
For  j = 2 and i = 1, 2 . . . .  by def init ion we have 
= x ~'+2-~-* "(-- In x)P'+2-P~- 1{[(0{i+2 -- 0{2)(-- lnx) + (ill+2 - -  g121 
+ ( - lnx)x  dxx (C121) ' (2.36) 
where 
C121 = (0{i+2 - 0{1)(- ln x) + (/~i+2 - /~ l )x  (2.37) 
(0{2 - -  0{1) ( - lnx)  + (/~2 - -  i l l )  X 
Known that  I(C121)'1 < + ~ by the Lemma 4, as limx-.O+ x( - lnx)  = 0 we conc lude immediate ly  
f rom (2.36) and (2.37) that  
signg121 = sign(o{/+2 - -  0{2)s ign  0{/+2 - -  0~1, i = 1 ,2 ,  . . . .  (2 .38)  
0{2 - -  0{1 
Thus,  f rom (2.38) we have 
• [2] (0{3 - -  0{2)(0{3 - -  0~1) s ign  l - [ L1  (0{3 - 0{1) sign g/ = sign = (2.39) 
- 0{1) (0{5 - 0{1)  
For  j = 3 
= x,,+3-,,- 1 ( _  In x) ~'÷3-p'- 1~[(a/+ 3 - 0{3) ( - In  x) + (fli+ a - fl3)x] 9131 C131 
L 
+ ( - Inx )xd  (cl31)}, (2.40) 
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where 
- r , [21 ( _ ln  x)x(Cl%ll), C131 [(ai+3 - a2) ( - lnx )  + (/31+3 - / ?2)x lc i+ ,  + 
= - ..t21 In x). x(Ct21) ' [(a3 - az ) ( - lnx )  + (/33 - flz)x_lc a + ( -  
(2.41) 
By the Lemma 4 I(C131)')l < + ~.  Thus from (2.41) we conclude that 
/ , [2 ]  
'.--irt31 = sign ai+ 3 - -  a2  sign ,-~i+__..~ sign 
a3 - a~ C~ "j'" 
(2.42) 
and using (2.37) 
sign Cl aj = sign a i+ 3 - a 2 a i+3 - a 1 
a 3 - a  2 a 3 - -  a 1 
i = 1,2, . . . ,  (2.43) 
finally from (2.40) 
s;"ng !31,~ i = s ign (ai+3 - -  a3  "l a i+31 - -  a2  a i+3 - -  a l  
a 3 - -  a 2 a3  - -  a I 
(2.44) 
which is, for i = 1, 
s ign Or131 = s ign I-]~= 1 (a,, - a,) 
I - IL l  (a3 al)" 
(2.45) 
Let us assume that for j ~> 3 
gl./j = x~,+j-,j - 1 . ( _ in  x) a'+j-aj- a {[(at+. / -  a . / ) ( - ln  x) + (/?i+j - flj)x] Cl i] 
d ) 
./1)~, 1,2, .. , + ( - lnx)X-~x (Cl 3'  i=  . (2.46) 
where 
= - -  -- 1)--j,~i+x + with I(Cl./b'l < Cl./l [(ai+j a i -a ) ( - lnx )+( f l ,+ j  ft./_ ~..lrt./-xl (_lnx)x(C[J+-111), 
x)x(C1 ) [ (a . / -  a . / _ l ) ( - lnx)  + (ft.~ - p j -1 )x ]C  [ . / -1] n t- ( - In  [j-l] , 
(2,,47) 
and 
s ign 01 ./1 = s ign(a,  +j - a./) s ign cl j~ = s ign l-]i=..____A~ (a2 +_J 2-_ a~) 
I-Ii---~ (aj - a,) " 
(2.48) 
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Using Definition 2 and Eqs. (2.46)-(2.48) expression for gl j÷ 1] is given by 
__  {g ,+ = d g[ j+l]= d / [ i ]  \ 
dx \~]  (x~,+~+~-,~+,(_inx)P,+~+,-t~+~clj+ 11) 
= x~,+j+, - , j+ , -  1 (-- In x) ¢'+'+' -"J+'- 1{[(~/+j+ 1 -- 0~j+ 1 ) ( - In  x) + (fli +1+ 1 - flj+ 1 )x] Cl j+ 11 
d 11)t , + ( - ln  x)x dxx (CIj+ (2.49) 
where 
- - f l l )X]C'+l + (2.50) c[j+I] _ [(ai+j+l a j ) ( - lnx )  + (fli+j+l [1] (_lnx)x(ClJ+]l), 
- [(0%1 - a j ) ( - lnx )  + (flj+l - fl j)x]Ctl j] + (- lnx)x(C[i J ] )  ' 
So, (2.46) and (2.47) hold for every j f> 3. Besides, for sufficiently small x 
sign O[ i+ 1~ = sign (ai+j+ 1 - aj+ 1)sign CI j+ 1] (2.51) 
and using (2.50) and (2.47) 
CH i+1 sign CI j+ 1~= sign (~+i___~+  - ~A)sign C~1] 
1 - 
( - , [ j -  1] 
= sign(~i+j+l - ~j) • (~i+j_____L1 - ~j-1) ,~i+2 (~ j+ l -~ j )  sign (a j+ l -~ j -1 )  C~ j - l l  (2.52) 
by several repetitions of (2.47) 
j+ l  
sign glj+ 1] = sign 1-Ii= 1 (~i+j+ 1 - -  O~l) 
HI= i (~i+1 - ~l) " (2.53) 
Thus (2.48) is valid for any j /> 1. In particular (2.33) holds if we make i = 1 in (2.48). [] 
In case (iv) (see (2.11)) the study of the sign of glJJ(x),j = 1,2, ... can involve hard computa- 
tional work giving rise to quite complicated formulas. Here, we will analyse the particular case 
(where the ~'s and fl's are a priori known) occurring in some applications, as for example [7, 
Example 2]: 
~< xt i+x)/2(- lnx) ,  i odd (o~i =- i, fli =- 1) (2.54) 
gi(x) = [xi/2, i even ((xl - i, fli - 0), i = 1,2 .... , 
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For this example, even for relatively low values of j  the computation of glJ](x) is quite long and 
tedious. This justifies the use of a symbolic programming language such as "Mathematica" [-9], 
which gives the following expressions: 
9t°l(x) = gl(x) = x ( - lnx )  > 0 Vx • (0, 1), 
d (gtz°l(x)'~ _ 1 
g[ll](x) = ~X \ ~  / x(_ lnx)2 > 0 Vx • (0, 1), 
d (g[2U(x)~ 
= E = ( - lnx ) ( -2  + ( - lnx ) )  > o 
(2.55) 
(2.56) 
V x • (0, e- 2), (2.57) 
d f gtzZl(x)~ 1 
g? l (x )=-~x~J=x(_2+(_ lnx) )  2>0 Vxe(0,1) ,  (2.58) 
d (g[231(x) 
g[~4~(x)=-~x\~)=4( - -2+( - - lnx ) ) ( - -3+( - - lnx ) )>O Vx • (O,e-3), (2.59) 
d (g[2"l(x) ~ 1 
gtS l (x )=-~x\~)=x(_3+(_ lnx) )  2>0 Vx•(0 ,1) ,  (2.60) 
d (9~(x) '~ 3( -11+3( - lnx ) ) ( -3+( - lnx ) )>0 Vxe(0,e-11/3);  (2.61) 
= \gEy(x )}  = 
(2.62) 
thus 
lim g~J l=~ j=0,1 , . . . ,6 .  
x-*O + 
From the expressions (2.55)-(2.61) we see that for the first positive even integers j, gtlJl is 
a quadratic polynomial in ( -  In x) with integer coefficients, like a j( - In x) z + b j ( -  In x) + % a t > 0, 
and for j odd a rational function of the form 1/[x(g~i(-lnx) z + b~(- lnx) + ci)] aJ > 0. In both 
cases (2.62) holds and therefore sign g tjl = + 1 j = 0, 1, ..., 6 for sufficiently small x > 0. Although 
it seems there is a recurrent pattern for the expressions of the gUJ's we have not found neither an 
indirect and nor a straightforward way of proving that sign gtJl = + 1 for allj e N. Nevertheless in 
practice, to implement the E-algorithm only a finite number of g~s are needed. For instance, in [7, 
Example 2] only the first 12 gg's were used and in what concerns these ones the respective 
(2.55)-(2.61) expressions and the remaining we have also computed give that the gt/l's are positive 
for sufficiently small x • (0, 1). 
Remark 8. It is quite remarkable how easy becomes the determination of the sign of gt~l if we 
associate two consecutive gfs as follows. For instance, suppose that g i (x )=x i ( - lnx )  and 
gi + 1 (x) = x i, consider 
gl°~(x) = g~(x) + g~+l(x) = (x~(-lnx) + x i) = x~((- lnx) + 1). (2.63) 
Then, 
/ [01 ) d [gi41 d . 
glU(x) = ~xx \ g~Ol (x) = ~xx (xi) = ix~- 1, i = 1,2 ..... (2.64) 
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So 
So 
and 
gtY(x) = 1, 
/ [1] ) d d [g i ;1  
g[2](x) = dxx \ g~l] (x) = ((i + 1)x i) = (i + 1)ix'- 1, i=  1,2, .... (2.65) 
g~2](x) = 2 
#tj~ = j ,  j = 1,2,.... (2.66) 
The same type of simplification occurs in the following example given in [7, Example 4] where 
we can associate four consecutive g~'s and obtain: 
gl°l(x) = x i ( - lnx )  3 + x / ( - lnx )  2 + x i ( - lnx )  + x i i = 1,2, .... (2.67) 
Then Vx ~ (0, 1) signgtlJ](x) = + 1 since 
d/g  j-l, ) 
g[lJ](x) ---- ~XX ~ (X) = j ,  j = 1,2, .... (2.68) 
From a theorem of Brezinski (see [3, Theorem 2.6, p. 66]), we know that the extrapolated value 
E~ ") obtained by application of the E-algorithm using k auxiliary sequences (gl(n)) . . . .  , (ok(n)) is the 
same as the one obtained if one or several of such O'S are replaced by linear combinations of the 
others. We think that this result, and the association of consecutive gi's as described above, could 
be useful in the study of the sign of g tjl. These questions deserve further studies, 
3. Sign regularity 
We know that if f ' (x) > 0 then xl < X2 ~ f (x2) - f (x l )  > 0. A generalization of this idea is 
given by the following theorem where the positivity of a certain determinant results from the 
positivity of several Wronskians. 
The Wronskians, W(gl ) ,  W(g l ,g2) ,  . . . ,  W(g l ,g2 ,  ... ,g,) ,  acting on a set of m real functions 
gi(x), i=  1,2,... ,m, (3.1) 
are defined by 
w(a l ,  as ,  . . . ,  g . ) (x )  = 
d d (m - 1)g I (X) 
gl(x) -~x gl (x) dxm_ 1 
d d (m- l)gm(X )
gin(X) dX am(X) dx m- 1 
(3.2) 
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Theorem9 (Karlin [5, Theorem 2.3, p. 52-1). Let gl(x) ,g2(x), . . . ,g, , (x)~Cm-l(a,b)  and ei, 
i = 1, 2,..., be a sequence of numbers either + 1 or - 1 (i.e. the sequence (ei) of signs may or may not 
follow a regular pattern). 
I f  ex W (gl ) > O, e2W (gl,g2) > 0 . . . .  , e,,(gl,g2, ... ,gin) > 0 then 
VX ie  (a,b)" x 1 ~ x 2 ~ x 3 ~ ... ~ Xm, 
gl(Xx) gl(X2) "" gl(x.,) 
g2(xl)  gs(x2) ... g2(x. )  
e,, . . . > 0 .  (3 .3 )  
g. (x , )  g.(x~) ... g . (x . )  
In order to analyse the signs of the Wronskians, if the functions g~(x) defined as in (2.7) are used, 
we need the following 
Lemma 10. Let us consider the m functions in C"-2(0, 1) gi(x)= gl°J(x), i=  1,2,... and define 
g[1Jl(x) as in (2.12). Then 
W(gl ,  g2, . . . ,  gm)(X) = (g2 (x))"(g]ll(x)) " -  l(g[2](X)) m- 2 . . .  (g[xm- 1](X))" (3.4) 
Proof. The following identity due to Karlin [5, Remark (v), p. 53] enables us to reduce the order of 
a Wronskian by one: 
w (g, ,  g~, ... , g,,)(x) = (g , ) "w (g TM, gtll . . . .  , g~-  1), (3.5) 
where 
gi'l=d---xx ~ ' =d---x\g,/  "" =dx\g , , ] "  
We will use induction on m to prove (3.4). For m = 1 the relation is trivially true. Let m = 2, using 
(3.5) we obtain 
W (g2, g2)(x) = (02)2 W(g~X]) = (gl)2g~11. (3.6) 
Suppose now that for k >i 2 
W (g l, g2, ..., gk) = g] (g~,l)k- 1 (gf21)k- z... (g]- 1), (3.7) 
where 
=dx\g  (x) , gTl=~--XX\g]a----] ] . . . .  , g lk -X l=d- -x \~,  ]. 
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From the identity (3.5) we have 
~[1] ~[1], W(gl ,g2, ' " ,gk,gk+l)  : (g l )k+lW(g[ l l ] ,~/2 ,~3 "" ,g[1])  
and we can now use the induction hypothesis (3.7) to obtain 
W(g[11],/72~{1],~43"[1], . . . ,  g~l]) = t~41t'~[1]~kstwlr t.tli,tl]-~k-j a 1 Ltfflrl-[1]~[2]-Ik-! J 2 . . .  (gill ])[k - 1]. 
But by definition 
g[12] ~--- (g[1])[1] : ~X t gil l]) 
so, (3.8) becomes 
W(gl ,  g2 , - - - ,  gk+ 1) = ok + l(g[ll])k(g[12]) k-l"'" (g[1 k]) 
and therefore (3.4) holds for any m ~> 1. [] 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
g?]  = (0[1])[2] "--, g[k] = (ff[li])[k- 1] (3.10) 
(3.11) 
Corollary 11. Let  (i) gdx)  = g[°i(x) = x ' ( - lnx )  p', ~ ~ ~+,  /71 >/72 > "'" >/7, ,  > "'" > 0 or 
(ii) gdx)  = x~'( - lnx)  p', 0 < 0q < ~2 < "'" < ~,, < "",/71 >/72 > "'" >/7,, > "'" > 0 such that 
(2.31) holds or 
(iii) gi(x) = x ~', 0 < cq < ... < c¢" < ... or gi(x) = ( - lnx)  ~',/71 >/72 > "'" > 0, then in case O) or 
(iii) Vx i :  x l  <~x2 <<.x3 <<. "" <~xm in (a,b) in case (ii) V suff iciently small  xi: xa <~x2 <-% 
x3 <<. "" <<. x"  in (a,b) 
g, (x , )  g (x2) ... g , (x")  
g2(X1) g2(x2) "" g2(x") 
am(X1) g"(X2) "'" g"(X") 
> O. (3.12) 
Proof. In case (i) or (iii) by Lemma 3 we can say that gt/](x) > O, V j  ~ N, k/x e (0, 1) and then using 
(3.4) W(gl ,g2 ,  ... ,g,,) > 0 k/m/> 1. Thus, by the Theorem 9 we conclude (3.12). The same argu- 
ments are valid in the case (ii) using the Corollary of Lemma 6. [] 
Comparing (3.12) with the determinant in Theorem 1, we need to consider the effect on the 
respective sign when we reorder g l ,g : ,  ... ,g,, into g",  ... ,g2 ,g l  : 
Let A be a matrix of order p and I AI its determinant. If we completely reverse the order of the 
rows (or columns) of A the value of the resulting determinant is given by ( -1 )  p(p- 1)/2 IA I. Using 
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transposition and this last remark we can write 
]I(X1) gl(x2) "" gl(Xm) 
~2(X1) g2(x2) "'" g2(Xra) 
g.,(x~) gm(X~) ... g,.(x.,) 
gl(X1) 
gl(x: )  
g l(x,.) 
So, V m >/1, V xx ~< x2 
m(m-  1) 
(--1) 2 
=( -1 )  
g2(x1) "" gin(X1) 
92(x2) "'" gin(x2) 
g~(x,.) ... g,.(x,.) 
m(m - 1) 
2 
gm(X1) gm-l(X1) ..- gl(X1) 
gm(x2) gm- l (X2)  "'" gl(X2) 
gm(xm) gm-,(Xm) "'" gl(xm) 
x,,, the inequality (3.12) becomes 
am(x1) gm-l(Xl) ... g~(xl) 
g.(x2) g~-l(X2) ... gl(x2) 
g~(x~) g~_~(xm) ... o~(x~) 
(3.13) 
and the relation (3.14) means that for X =(0 ,1)  and Y = N the two--variable function 
K(x, y) = gy(x) is sign regular, i.e., 
Definition 12 (Karlin [5, pp. 11-12]). A real function K(x,y) ranging over ordered sets X and Y, 
respectively, is said to be sign regular if 
Vx ieX ,  Vys6Y:  XI~X2~ ""  ~Xra  , y l<~yz<~ ""  <~Ym and VmeN 
there exists a sequence of numbers e,, each either + 1 or - 1 such that 
8mK x1 ' x2 '  "'" ' = grn 
\Y l ,  Y2, ..., Y,, 
K(xl ,y l )  K(xa,y2) "'" K(Xl,Ym) 
K(x2,yl) K(x2,y2) ... K(xz,Ym) 
K(Xm,yl) K(xm,y2) ... K(xm,ym) 
~> 0. (3.15) 
The remainder of this section is dedicated to show that if we consider decreasing xi e (a, b) the 
positivity of the determinant in (3.12) is maintained. This is afterwards used to conclude on the 
validity of Theorem 1 when applied to the auxiliary sequences we are concerned with. 
In order to achieve the conclusion that the family gi(x) = x~'( - In  x) a', defined in (2.7), does verify 
the determinantal inequality in Theorem 1 note that the real variable x (usually representing the 
step size h) is, in the applications, monotically related to the integer variable n, for instance via the 
> 0 (3.14) 
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strictly decreasing function n ~, x = 1/2 n+ 1. So, in practice, we define a sequence (x,) of positive 
numbers tending to 0 as n tends to 0% thus 3 N such that V n >>. N, Xn is SUfficiently small in 
(a, b) = (0, 1). 
The next theorem establishes that the sign regularity of K(x,y) is preserved if we transform 
one or both the independent variables into new variables by means of strictly monotone 
functions: 
Theorem 13 (Karlin [5, Theorem 2.1, p. 18]). Let K(x, y) be a sion regular function (x e X, y ~ Y) 
and let u = d~-l(x), v = ~,-l(y) (dp-1 and ~b-1 are the inverse functions of el) and ~k respectively). 
Consider 
L(u,v) = K(qb(u),¢(v)], u ~ U, ve  V, (3.16) 
where dp and ~k are strictly monotone functions mapping U, V onto X, Y. Then 
(i) I f  qb and ~b are both strictly increasing functions, L(u, v) is sign regular and 
era(K) = era(L), m = 1,2,... (3.17) 
(ern(K) denotes the sign em of K). 
(ii) If4) (or ~) is strictly increasino while ~k (or dp) is strictly decreasing, then L(u, v) is sign regular 
and 
e~m(K ) = ( - -1 )  re(m- 1)/2g.m(L ). (3.18) 
So, if to the variable n ~ M: n < n + 1 < ... corresponds x, e (0, 1): x, > x,+x > x,+2 > ... (as 
for instance x, = 1/2 "+1, n = 0, 1, ... ) then by (ii) above we can write 
I am (n) am -1 (n) ... g i (n) 
gm(n.+ 1) gm-l(n. + 1) ... gl(n.+ 1) 
Igm(n +'m -- 1) gm-l(n -1- m -- 1) ... gl(n + m -- 1) 
m(m-  1) 
=(-1)  2 
g.(x . )  gm-x(X.) "'" gl(X.) 
gr.(X.+l) g . , - l (X .+l )  "'" g l(X.+l)  
am(Xn+,-l) am-l(X.+m-1) "'" gl(X.+..-1) 
> 0, (3.19) 
where the last inequality is a consequence of (3.14). Comparing (2.2) and (3.19) we can conclude that 
the determinantal inequality in Theorem 1 is satisfied by the family of auxiliary functions which we 
are dealing with. This means that we can be sure that the E-algorithm accelerates the convergence 
of the sequences whose truncation error has g/'s of the form given in (2.8)-(2.11). And so the 
corresponding sequences (Sn): Sn -- S = algl(Xn) + a2g2(Xn) + "'" can also be accelerated by the 
E-algorithm. 
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